SPRINGBOARD
BASKETBALL
Take aim and fire! You can use
this catapult separately or in the
springboard basketball game (p.64).
You’ll need:
For the catapult:
7 lolly sticks
Rubber bands
Used wooden or plastic spoon

CATAPULT

1

You’ll need:
For the basketball hoop:
Plastic soup container
Vegetable netting
Cardboard tube
Small shoe box with lid
2 skewers
Thin wire or a cable tie
2 bottle tops

Stack five lolly sticks and
use two rubber bands to
tightly wrap each end of
the stacked sticks. This is
called a ‘fulcrum’.
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3

2

Insert another lolly stick
centred between the first
and second
lolly stick in
sec
the fulcrum an
and push it in
about
way.
out a third of the w

Insert another lolly stick between
the fourth and fifth lolly stick in
push
aboutt
the ffulcrum
lcr m and p
sh it in abo
a third of the way.

4

Place the spoon
n on top of the fulcrum, line up with the
two lolly sticks and tie
ie them together at one end with a
rubber band. Put another rubber
ubber band around the wooden
spoon on the other side of the fulcrum.
lcrum. Now take aim and fire!
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BASKETBALL HOOP
6

5

Cut the bottom off a plastic soup
container, leaving the top lip plus
2 cm. Cut a strip of netting and stick
it to the ring with PVA glue.

7

Do the same with the shoe box
lid and cut out the holes. Now,
on the lid, mark and cut a half
circle to become the backboard.

Cut a cardboard tube so it is 16cm
16 cm
and draw around it on the bottom
of a shoe box in the centre, near
one of the short edges.

8

Use a pencil to mark thre
three
points
tube,
oints onto the cardboard
card
two
o at one end and one at the
other.
er. Using
Usi a sharp pencil,
make small holes through both
sides of the tube where the
marks are.
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9

Push
sh the end of the tube with two
marks
rks through the hole in the shoe
box lid. Push a skewer through the
second hole and attach it to the
backboard with eco tape.

10

Push
ush the other end of the tube all
the way into the shoe box and use
a skewer to secure it. Use plastic
bottle lids to cover the skewer
ends by making small holes in
them (see Tool Tip 1) and cut off
the ends
nds of the skewers.

11

ore!
c
s
d
n
oot a

Sh
Make two small holes in the
plastic hoop. Use these to attach
to the two remaining holes in
the tube. Use thin wire or a used
cable tie.

Decorate to your own ddesign using
eco paint. Use a weight
weight, like a can,
in the shoe box so it doesn’t fall over.
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TOOL
TIPS

SAFETY
FIRST

You may need help
from a grown up.
Do not leave tools
unattended or loose on the floor.
Always mark where you need to
make a hole or cut out first and
work on a hard, flat surface that
cannot move.
If you’re pushing into a material
to make a hole, use a block of
wood to work on to prevent
damage to surfaces or yourself.
Wear protective safety glasses
when cutting metal wire and
never cut wire with scissors as
this will damage the scissors.

1

Making a hole in plastic
To make a hole in plastic, cardboard
or wood, use a bradawl, or if
you don’t have one, a point of a
geometry compass. Slowly rotate
the bradawl / compass, not pushing
too hard – you don’t want it to
burst through dangerously!

Then to enlarge the hole, use a
sharp, pointed pair of scissors.
Place one end of the scissors
into the small hole you have
made and, being careful, use a
twisting action to open up the
hole to the right size.

6
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2

Cutting or removing a section of plastic
If you need to make a cut into (or remove) a section of plastic – for
example, cutting a square hole – first use Tool Tip 1 on the left to
make a hole, and then insert your scissors and cut out the shape
you want.

3

Cutting in a straight line
Use a ruler and mark the material with a line that you will cut along.
If the material is curved, like a tube or bottle, you can cut some
waste paper into a strip, or place eco tape as a guide. Then use the
pre-cut edge as a working edge to help you cut in a straight line.
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4

Cutting wire
Most pliers also have a wire cutting part that can be used in the same
way as wire cutters. Pliers also have a flat section that can be used to
grip the wire making it easier to twist.
Thicker wire will be harder to bend and cut, so choose the wire you
need for the job and test it by trying to bend and cut it before you
start a build. To cut wire, place where you want the cut to be into the
jaws of the wire cutter, making sure none of your fingers are between
the handles or the jaws, and then squeeze them together. Make sure
you cut the wire at a right angle so it isn’t as sharp, and be careful of
the wire ends you’ve just cut.

5

Cutting into plastic
with wire cutters
You can use wire cutters to
cut into hard plastics like
that used in bottle tops. Use
the wire cutters like scissors,
squeezing them together
– make sure none of your
fingers are between the
blades.
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6

Cutting with a hacksaw
Mark the line you want to cut, and then make sure the material is
held firmly. Carefully drag the hacksaw back along the marked line
2 or 3 times to start. Then, using a gentle back-and-forth action, cut
along your marked line, trying not to cut too quickly or too hard.
Always make sure your fingers are well away from the blade.

7

Making a hole in metal
Make sure the material is held
firmly (like between two bricks)
and on a flat, hard surface. Place
a nail tip where you want the
hole, holding it away from the
nail head (flat end). Tap the head
with a hammer and if it doesn’t
go through first time, make sure
the nail tip is in the correct place
before trying again.
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ECO PAINT
Make your own eco paint so all
your paper can still be recycled!
y

You’ll need:
Water
Flour
Flou
Table salt

1

Food colouring
Plast egg box or
Plastic
j
old jam
jar

Pour half a cup of white flour, half a cup of table salt and half
h a cup of
water into a mixing bowl.

2

Stir with a spoon until smooth. Add more water to
thickness.
t desired
d
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3

Spoon an amount into each compartment of the egg box.

4
Add food colouring
to desired strength of
colour, then mix well. You
can mix up batches of
colour into clean, used jam
jars to store your paint.
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